[Methods of computer modeling and conformational mobility of DNA duplexes].
The review is focused on issues of transferability of the context-sensitive conformational characteristics of DNA estimated from crystallographic structural data on the DNA in aqueous solution. The state of the art in molecular dynamics of charged biopolymers in aqueous solution is covered. Elaboration of expedient force fields and algorithms of calculating long-range electrostatic interactions and solving combined equations of atomic motion have made it possible to generate stable nanosecond trajectories of thermal atomic motion of the biopolymer in aqueous solution in the presence of counterions and salt ions over reasonable time. Tools for analyzing the atomic statistical trajectories of DNA duplexes in aqueous solution to infer context-sensitive conformational dynamic characteristics are discussed together with advances in simulating the mechanisms of global axial bend in DNA duplexes. These techniques allow one to consecutively analyze relationships between the contextual composition of the duplex and the basic modes of essential motions, their amplitude and extent of fluctuation. Development of satisfactory methods for estimating the free energy of biopolymer conformations in solution permits qualitative assessment of the conformational thermodynamic stability of biopolymers and their complexes.